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Move in day is the day no college alumnus ever forgets. 
It signifies a new independence and freedom never 
before experienced. After the teary goodbyes, the 
freshman student begins to get used to new friends, 
new food, and a new community. The days of curfews 
and being grounded are over. The balancing act between 
scholastic achievement and fun begins. There are new 
events and opportunities around every corner: Greek 
life, acapella singing groups, dance dubs, sports teams 
and endless other organizations. Move-in day is one of 
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Events 33 
HOMECOMING 
This year's Homecoming offered held something 
for every alumni and student alike. There was a 
5 K road race, golf at the Sigma Beta Alumni Golf 
Tournament or the chance to watch the Men's 
Hockey team defeat their rivals the Universiry of 
Vermont. Current and past students of the 
University of New Hampshire came together to 
support athletics and academics alike. The UNH 
Marching Band led the way at the annual 
homecoming parade, which concluded with a 
fireworks display. Athletic games were abundant 
and tailgating was the highlight of the weekend 
for many. A fond reminder of their past days at 
UNH, the alumni came back to their school with 
pride and left with fond memories to last a lifetime. 
34 Events 
Both Seneca Bernard 
Events 35 
CHUCK D. 
Familiar names always attract attention. When 
students heard the news that famous rapper 
Chuck D. would come to town to give a lecture, 
they made sure they would attend. When Chuck 
D. left his group, Public Enemy, he produced a 
solo album that dealt with very controversial 
issues related to America today. He is now back 
on tour with Public Enemy, and has even written 
a book with Yusuf Jah titled Fight the Power-
Rap, Race and Reality. 
36 Events 
HOWARD DEAN 
Governor Howard Dean oN ermont attracted 
so many people to the Granite State Room, 
some were turned away due to fire code 
violations. The rally was organized by 
Generation Dean, a group of UNH students 
who support Dean's ideas of nationalized 
healthcare and alternative fuel sources. This 
part of Governor Dean's campaign focused 
on younger people, especially college students. 
Whether or not students who attended will 
actually vote for Dean is yet to be seen, but he 
certainly got his point across to many. 
Events 37 
EVERY CHILD MATTERS 
Although all nine Democratic 
candidates were invited, only 
Senators John Edwards and John 
Kerry attended the Every Child 
Matters forum. The non-profit 
organization was established to make 
sure that children are not overlooked 
in the upcoming presidential 
election. The forum, held in 
Huddleston Hall, was attended by 
many. Several newspapers, including 
the Associated Press, UNH students, 
and supporters of the organization 
as well as the candidates. Both Kerry 
and Edwards agreed that children 
are among the most important part 
of their campaigns. 
38 Events 
Nearly 300 people attended the dedication of 
the Thomas P. Fairchild Dairy Teaching and 
Research Center. Since his enrollment as an 
undergraduate at UNH in 1955, Fairchild has 
been a permanent fixture at this university. 
Serving as everything from the Dean of CO LSA 
to the president ofUNH, he has certainly made 
his rounds. Known as an enthusiastic and exciting 
professor, Faichild's most popular course is the 
Cooperative for Real Education in Agricultural 
Managemnet, where students learn how to 
maintain a herd of cows with a hands-on 
approach. President Ann Weaver Hart praised 
the many positive attributes of Dr. Fairchild in 
her congratulatory speech. 
DAIRY BARN DEDICATION Events 39 
TALENT SHOW 
The Office of Multicultural Student Affairs 
sponsored a talent show for students. The show 
offered an opportunity for the UNH community 
to witness the tremendous talent that exists within 
the campus. Dance, music, poetry, and singing, 
were showcased, offering a variety of 
entertainment. The show, "Free Your Mind 




CJ Johnson, a master hypnotist, attracted students 
with his hypnotic powers and comedic talents. 
Johnson filled the Granite State Room in the MUB 
with curious believers, as well as more skeptical 
viewers. Whether being hypnotized yourself or 
watching friends succumb to Johnson's every whim, 
fun was had by all who attended. 
Events 41 
JOANNE CANTOR 
Dr.Joanne Cantor, an award-winning author, spoke as 
part of the MUB lecture series this fall. She has researched 
many aspects of scary movies and TV, primarily through 
surveys of college students. Cantor focused on how 
these scary events reflect themselves in our lives and the 
role they play in relationships. Her book, Mommy, I'm 
Scared, discusses controversies such as why we keep 
watching things that scare us. Cantor's lecture amused 
and satisfied many. 
42 Events 
The Festival of Lights was held at UNH to celebrate Indian culture. The 
Indian ceremony was designed to teach the ancient values and culture of 
its native country This age old ceremony showed such customs as 
vanquishmg ignorance, bnngmg out the light of knowledge and makmg 
dear the real meanmg of life. Those who attended were treated to live 
Indian music, classical and folk dances, and an ethmc fashion show The 
guests were also served a four course Indian dmner This ceremony 
provided a fun way for students to learn the true Indian culture. 
LIGHTS Events 43 
DEMOCRATIC DEBATES 
By 4 p.m. on the afternoon of the 2004 
Democratic Presidential Debates, the streets of 
Durham were lmed with news crews from as far 
away as New York City The nme Democratic 
candidates for President met m the Johnson 
Theatre of the Paul Creative Arts Center to discuss 
their ideas and views about the future of our 
country and to explam why they were the best 
candidate to represent the Democratic Party m 
the 2004 elections. The event was hosted by ABC 
anchor Ted Koppel and WMUR Channel 9's 
Steve Spradley The common view exoressed by 
all of the nme candidates was that President Bush 
needed to be voted out of office. Howard Dean 
was labeled the front runner at the time of the 
debate and was targeted by many pomted 
questions. Havmg this polmcally sigmficant event 
at the Umversity of New Hampshire brought 
both national and mternat10nal attent10n to our 
U mvers1ty Candidates from L-R are: Reverand 
Al Sharpton, Representative D1Ck Gephardt, 
Reured General Wessly Clark, Representative 
Denms Kucmich, Senator Joe Lieberman, (Ted 
Koppel, Steve Spradley center) Governor Howard 





CREATIVE ARTS SHOWCASE 
Each semester, a showcase is performed by the students 
of the Introduction to Puppetry class and the 
Storytelling class. Young children and fellow students 
crowded the Paul Creative Arts Center, to watch 
students display their creativity. Puppets included 
full-sized body puppets, shadow puppets and even 
marionettes, all handcrafted by the students. The first 
act, a cowboy telling a story of how he hurt his foot, 
captivated the audience and the famous story "Why 
Mosquitoes Buzz in People's Ears" brought back 
familiar memories. Everyone in attendence was 
impressed with the wonderful work shown by the 




Jukebox II took place in the 
Memonal Umon Buildingwnh 
the sponsorship of the Campus 
Activities Board, and several 
other campus orgamzations. The 
event was orgamzed to give 
students plenty of substance free 
ways to amuse themselves on a 
cold wrnter evenrng 
Entertarnment rncluded 
karaoke, live bands and a 
psychic. Some students en Joyed 
the event so much, they didn't 
retreat to their dorms until long 
after the DJ played his final song. 
Jukebox is a UNH tradmon that 
students will continue to look 
forward to in coming years. 
Events 49 
50 Events 
GAMERS VS. BLAMERS 
It 1s a much debated issue in 
Amenca today- Do video 
games cause v10lence, 
especially in children? UNH 
hosted this Gamers vs 
Blamers debate Jack 
Thompson, a "blamer," 
represented the population 
who claims that video games 
are far too v10lent and are 
the marn reason for 
aggressive acts in our country 
today Representmg the 
other half, David Pushner 
argued that video games are 
JUSt a way to have a good 
time and have nothing to do 
with the cnme and anger in 
Amenca. No matter what 
side members of the 
audience agreed on, all 
admitted that there was 
certainly a valid argument 
for both. 
Hosted by Smith Hall, the 
annual International Food 
Luncheon was agam a 
success. The Luncheon is a 
fun way for students to 
expenence different foods 
from vanous coun tnes of the 
world. For the second year 
m a row, 1t featured a 
trad1t10nal pig roast to 
accompany the many 
homemade foods. Those m 
attendance were further 
entertamed by music and 
dancmg from various 
countnes. The International 
Luncheon is a tradmon that 
UNH hopes to keep alive 
for years to come. 
INTERNATIONAL LUNCHEON Events 51 
52 Events 
WHEELCHAIR BASKETBALL 
Although still non-existent at most colleges, 
wheelchair basketball 1s the new, up-and-commg 
sport. Hosted at the Whmemore Center's Lundholm 
Gym, players of all ab1lmes, sizes, and genders are 
mvned to JOm. The added distance between the 
players' height and the basketball hoop makes for 
great challenge The U mvers1ty 1s strongl 
encouragmg this program to promote acceptance o 
d1sab1lmes and to help those with d1sabilmes toge 
mvolved on campus. 
Events 53 
54 Events 
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT 
Take Back the Night is an annual event designed 
to promote awareness of abuse. The event is 
sponsored by SHARPP This year's theme was 
"Silent No More, 2004." Many universny 
organizations gathered to create banners that 
they earned dunng the march around campus. 
After the march a forum was held where 
students, faculty and community members 
were encouraged to "speak out" and share their 
own personal feelings, thoughts or stones about 
abuse.Take Back the Night was a huge success, 
ensuring that it will continue to be a significant 
event in university life. 
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ZIGGY MARLEY & SPEARHEAD 
Hundreds of students filed into 
the Whittemore Center as early 
as possible in order to secure a 
good spot to stand for the Ziggy 
Marley concert, wnh opening 
band, Spearhead. As the soft 
reggae beats filled the air, people 
were dancing, singing, and JUSt 
plain having fun. Spearhead was 
spectacular, getting the crowd 
excited and ready to see the main 
event. Ziggy Marley, the son of 
reggae legend Bob Marely, sang 
about peace and war, love and 
hate. The feel-good music left 






DENNIS KUCINICH RALLY 
Just days before the rnfamous New 
Hampsh1re Presidential Pnmary, Denms 
Kuomch took time out of his busy schedule 
to attend a rally m his name at the U mversiry 
of New Hampsh1re. To open his rally, 
smger Tim Reynolds played several of his 
more popular songs. Students all around 
the room set up stands promotmg vanous 
aspects of Kucmich' s campaign, such as a 
healthier env1ronment. In the midst of a 
very laid back crowd, Kucmich came onto 
the stage and said only a few words before 
Jommg m all of the fun and dancmg with 
the drummer Students piled onto the stage 
to get a chance to "boogie down" with a 










Jeff Adams • ]tar Ahmed • Kevin Avztable • David Ball • Brent Barbato • Brian 
David Batley • Tim Beckett • Giovanni Benson • J on Blanchard • Etienne Boulay • Aaron Brown 
Ricky Burton • Christian Callison • Tim Carignan • Ryan Chesterman • Nick Couturier 
E j De Witt • Nick Diana • Shaun Diner • Cory Dix • Skyler Dugger • Matt Evans • Brent Fitzgerald 
Marlon Fitzpatrick • Baron Flenory • Ryan Fragala • Mike Granieri • Reginald Godin • Brandon Graham 
Corey Graham • Mike Grella • Shane Hall • j onathan Hart • R.j Harvey • Matt Henry • Jeremy Hineman 
Mup Karim • David Klapman • Steve Kobzzk • Adam Kok • Joe Kreider • Paul Landau • Christian Lezbl-Cote 
Keith LeVan • Kyle Lewis • Terrell Lewis • Sean Lynch • John Maclsaac • Matt Martorelli • Connor McCormick 
j ohn McCoy • Paul McKinney • Bryan McNamara • Kern Mopca • Will Morey • Hassan N oble 
Gregg Noel • Matthew Perdonz • Jared Perkoski • George Peterson • Tucker Peterson • Josh Polgar • Nick Pulzre 
Chris Robinson • Mark Rutberg • Amir Saadah • Rzcky Santos • Keith Sawyer • Matt Skoby 
Jeffrey Smart • A j Snook • Brendan St Peter • Jermaine Stevens • Dave Sundberg • Danny Su llivan 
Aaron Thomas • Omar Thomas • Brandon Tay lor • Tony To lene • Adam 
Dan Wagner • Chris Ward • Ervin Williams • Jonathan Williams • Brian Wimmer 
Justin Wright • Ma rvin Wright • Dave Wyman • Will Yarbor • George Yass o 
68 Sports 
Anita Anastasi • Heidi Anderson • Lauren Bruce • Chrzstzne Buckley • Sam Carr • Emily Colton • Grace Farnham 
Samantha Geary Kate Gedney • Caitlin Gillen • Courtney Goodwin • julze Munson • Brittany Schneider 
Holly Schuk • Margaux Shute • Kaitlyn Skelley • Jen Stamp • MacKenzie Stua rt • Katie White 
Rebecca Sanborn 
FIELD HOCKEY Sports 69 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Margaret Ackley • Jennifer Busse • Heather Cqrmic1~el • Leighann Carpenter 




• Kristen Meisner • 
Miranda Rought • Kristine 
• Nicole Whalen 
70 Sports 
Mary Garrity • Hillary Greene • Caitlin Hayes • Megan Hepp • 
March • Emily Mareb • Kelly McCloskey 
Sarah Patsos • Jen Poirier • Lesley Read 
"--
Seigars • Tiffany Skinner Liz Stokznger • Ashley 
• Lisa Winn • Michelle 
Chris Collins • William Courchesne • Rodolfo Crispin • Matthew Donahue 
Mark Goszytla • Peter Heweins • Brian Hinchee • Nick Jenkins 
Mackenzie Kilpatrick • Peter Mallett • Jeff Manley • Jesse Marcum 
Steve Meinelt • James Olsen • Tim Perry • Sarah Patsos • Nick Piatti • Rob Russ • 
RobertStiles• Kevin Tilton • Tony Truax • Andrew Van Hoogenstyn • Brandon Williams 
TRACK 8c: FIELD 
Sports 7 1 
WOMEN'S SOCCE R 
Lia Barros • Chiara Best • Molly Blessing 
Christine Breault • Ashlee Cies/,ak • Kelly Collins 
Lauren Engel • Lynn Gugliuzza • Kristin Kearney 
JacquelynKendall• ElizabethMacKay • ErinMargentino 
Hil/,a,-y Mefferd • Debbie Newman • Shannon Oltman 
Amber Radzevich • Julie Randall • Lindsey Smagu/,a 
Kelly Stevens • Katie Sullivan • Lonn Tedeschi 
Ana Tobon • Julie Wernzg • Jackie Wishoski 
72 Sports 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Chrzs Bennice • Pedro Braz • Jonathan Burg 
Michael Card • Matthew Chambers • Nathan Chu 
Ross Fishbazn • Matt Glode • Brendan Hankard 
josh Hareld • Jamey Haughton • Tyler Jackson 
Mike Jenne • Todd Kratt Nicholas Laliberte • Logan Lee 
• Ben Levey • Matt Low • Erzc Mast • Nicholas Mello 
Otaso Osayzwese • Geoff Sanford • Matt Shump 




Annie Davzs • Jen Willaims ~-,.'7 ' \ 
Alyson Coler • Jeanne Cziprz • Katie ",. ::::...,, .. - ,ii' ~.._ 
Weidner • Erin Ludwig • Katie "!(._~ -- ~ c.. ,. > - ___..,,,,,, _  !, 
Steffens Emmy Blouin Sasha • • ---- -- - - -Scott • Amy Dai • Lyndsey Stults 
Karen Harrington • Natasha Otte 
Chelsea Hammer • Erin Walker 
74 Sports 
Karey Manner • Erica Choznere 
Jen Higgins • Sarah Miller • Sarah 
Costa • Kellee Mastroianni 
Ashley Perkins • Brittany Powers 
Kate Holden • Mychal Beebe 
Jackie Gilbert • Alexis Hendry 
DRESSAGE Sports 75 
MEN'S HOCKEY 




Justin Aikins • Mike Ayers • Robbie Barker • A.] Bucchino • Preston Callander • Eddie Caron • Josh Czocco • Sean Collins • 
John Doherty • Brian Foley • Patrick Foley • Brett Hemingway • Matt Hoppe • Tim Horst • Michael Hutchins • Mark Kolanos 
Andrew Leach • Mike Lubesnzck • Nathan Martz • Jacob Mzcflzkzer • Mick Mounsey • Chris Murray • Jeff Pzetraszak • 
Steve Saviano • Tyler Scott • Tyson Teplztsky • Dan Travis • Shawn Vinz • Daniel Winmk • Brian Yandle 




Courtesy Athletics Marketing Office 
~ 
5ITIZE 
Debbie Bernhard • Melissa Bourdon • Brittany Busa 
Lindsey Caleo • Shannon Clement • Vicki Davis 
Allison Edgar • Martine Garland • Carolyn Gordon 
, .,,._---.-...,.~~ Janine Goulet • Maghan Grahn • Lindsay Hansen 
Nzcole Hekle • Stephanie Jones • Randi MacMaster 
Rebecca Paul • Alexis Silvestri • Kristen Thomas 
Tracy True • Christie Urban • Jaime VanMassenhove 




Emily Hardy • Whitney Edwards • Salee-Marie Johnso 
Sarah Rappoport • Kate Dillon • Ray Williams • Dian 
Dilworth • Ebony Woods • Kate Poulin • Lindsay Adam 
Danielle Clark • Megan Connolly • Maren Matthia 
Jermaine Anderson • Marcus Bullock 
She;dze Childs • Ronnie Dennis 
Jeremy Friel • Blago; Janev • Ioannzs 
Karalis • Damzone Liddel • Kyle 
Peterson • Ben Sturgill • Craig Walls 
Griffin Walker • Roland Williams 
MEN'S BASKETBALL Sports 81 
NORDIC SKIING 
Kelsey Allen • Lindsey Burkhardt • Justin Calvin 
Laura Cimini • Lauren Denham • Megan Dumais 
Katy Hooke •] oanna Kinsman • Margaret Maher • Sarah 
Nichols • Eeva Pregitzer • Michele Provencher • Brandy 
Reeves • Kristen Stemp • Kate Underwood • Mandy 
Vincent-Lang • Nick Brown • Chris Farmer • Nate Fisher 
J ejf Kline • Rody Lageson • Chris Mallory • Mark Michals 
Joesph Miller • Mike Stemp • Zach Via 
Melissa Adams • Meghan Barnes 
Lauren Butze • Jodi Curry • Arley 
Kemmerer • Sydney Mikkelson • Krissy 
Norton • Mindy Regu • Stephanie Vaughan 
Robert Barnes • Bryn Carey • Spencer 
Cowin • Sean Delaney • Patrick Donovan 
Ben Drummond • Joe Dunn • Mike 
Fairbrother • David Koop • j ohn Martz 
Timothy Northrup • J acob Stevens 
ALPINE SKIING Sports 83 
GYMNASTICS 
Crystal Beak • Lindsay Berrios • Vanessa 
Barrios • Jackie Bianco • Jaime de Mello 
Jen Dickson • Mellory Giberson Amanda Hall 
Vanessa James • Jennifer J ones • B rie 
McNamara • Heather Moore • Mariana 
Pana-Trestzni • Tara Phzllips • Jayne Propert 
J ulie Bevad • Stacey Platz • Sarah 
H utchenson • Alexa Webster • Jill Albee 
J ess Burnap • Christina Covuccz • Kelly 
Blaney • Lauren Zerbinopoulos • Katie 
Leland • Christine Carbone • Caitlin 
N oon • Kristen Blanchette • Sarah Cahill 
Leanne Ferretti • Laura Dosdall • Mel Bourque 
Renee Nemers • Kendra Lee Wroblewski 
N'S LACROSSE Sports 85 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING AND DIVING 
Stacey Al/berg • Heather Brogan • Kristin Carpenter • Amanda Carr 
Amanda Crawford • Shannon Daly • Erica Douvadjian • Ashley Fish 
Michelle Garnsey • Jessica Gray Caitlin Hamer • Christine Harvey 
Christine Hewitt • Mzchelle Kellerman • Melissa Lague 
Meghan Laird • Jen Lawson • Meghann MacCurrach • Jahnel McGarry 
Kristen Nardozzi • Amanda Paul • Amy Roberts • Whitney Rohrer 




Daniel Brittan • Rob Cochran • Doug Cross 
Ian Ellzs • Ruh Hegerzch • James Hughes 
Christopher Johnstone • Jason Kidde • Brian Parian 
Steve Tamas • Ryan Toner • Jarrod Zwzrko 
MEN'S SWIMMING AND DIVING Sports 87 
WOMEN'S T ENNIS 
88 Sports 
Hallie Erzckson • Kyle 
Megan Breen • Jenna 
Lensey Dixon • Jess Pasay • Tiffany 
Heineman • Debbie Kung • Francesca 
DzBona • Amy Surprenan 
• Jonathan Moody 
Tim Clement • Ryan 
Tierney • Goldy Sherrill • Jay Friedman 
Kyle Schaeffer • Robbie Drouin 
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Cool-Aid is the anonymous student-
run helpline at UNH. Members of 
Cool-Aid are trained to respond to 
calls of issues ranging from suicide 
to stress . They lend a caring, 
unbiased ear. Cool-Aid also provides 
references for the callers, ensuring 
that they recieve the help and 
guidance that they need. 




Aegis is UNH's student run 
literary magazine of student 
contributions . It is published 
once a semester. Aegis provides 
undergraduates an outlet to 
showcase their creative talents 






The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega 
put their full efforts into academics 
and involvement in the UNH 
community. AXO provides 
opportunities through lifetime 




Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship 
is a group of students who come 
together to encourage, stregthen 
and support one another in their 
pursuit of God. Chi Alpha 
provides opportunities for 
students to make knowledgable 
decisions about personal faith. 
AXE 
Alpha Chi Sigma, AXE, is a 
national fraternity for students 
of chemistry and biochemistry . 
The Mu chapter has a long and 
distinguished history at UNH. 
Their purpose is to provide a 
social and professional 
organization for those interested 





The UNH Mock Trial Club provides 
students a chance to experience the 
functions of a courtroom by 
competing at a regional and 
national level. The Mock Trial Club 
has been in exsistence for three years, 
and in its first year, the dub made it 
to the nationals. 
Student Organizations 153 
MASK& 
DAGGER 
Mask and Dagger is the oldest student 
organization on campus. Their shows 
are directed, produced, and performed 
entirely by students. For Mask and 
Dagger it all comes down to that one 
moment when they entertain the 
audience and challenge their 




"Healthy soil make healthy plants 
which make healthy people for a 
healthy environment." The Organic 
Garden Club is responsible for growing 
produce on the University's first two 
acres of certified organic gardens. The 
club was first established in the fall 




Students Without Borders helps 
disadvantaged communities improve 
their quality oflife through the use of 
environmentally and economically 
sustainable engineering projects, while 
they develop internationally 
responsible engineering students. 
154 Student Organizations 
Courtesy Organic Garden Club 




The students of CAB plan and organize 
weekendcampusprogrammingaltematives 
to partying. Events throughout the year 
provide creative entertainment that gives 
students a break from their every-day 
routines. CAB organizes events such as 
Homecoming, Wmter Carnival, Casino 
Night, Grind O:iffeehouses, O:imedynights, 




Alpha Phi Omega is a national co-ed 
service fraternity. Their main goal is to 
help others through service. Theywork 
with people in the community, on 
campus, and nationally. Some of their 
service projects include beach cleanups 
and nursing home visits. 
FORESTRY 
CLUB 
The UNH Forestry Club is the student 
chapter of the Society of American 
Foresters (SAF) and encourages 
membership and participation in the 
professional society. The SAF National 
Convention and the New England 
SAF Convention are competitions the 
dub participates in to defend their 
title as quizbowl champions! 
Student Organizations 155 
STUDENT 
SENATE 
The Student Senate provides a 
representative governance structure 
for the undergraduate student body. 
It establishes and maintains effective 
means of communication among 
all facets of the University of New 
Hampshire. Student Senate also 
serves as an advocate and resource 
for all students . 
156 Student Organizations 
REPS 
The Admissions Representatives 
have a direct impact on many 
potential UNH students. They offer 
tours all year long through the rain 
and snow to promote UNH to 
parents and future students. The 
Admissions Representatives are 
selected each year for the purpose 
of demonstrating to the community 
the type of student UNH 
can produce. 
Courtesy Student Senate 
NHOC 
The New Hampshire Outing Clu 
loves the outdoors and they lea 
over 60 trips each year. Activite 
include hiking, backpacking, roe 
climbing, ice climbing, canoeing 
kayaking, snowshoeing, skydiving 
white water rafting, road trips an 
pizza eating. NHOC focuses o 
leading drug and alcohol fre 
weekend trips to get students t 
explore the region. 
AB 
Alabaster Blue is a co-ed 
acapella group providing 
campus wide entertainment 
by singing contemporary 
songs 
Courtesy Students Advocating Gender Equality 
NTSO 
The Non-Traditional Student 
Organization aims to provide 
support, friendship and 
guidance for non-traditional 
students. Through social events 
and happenings, laughter 
and a place to relieve stress, 
NTSO supports a safe 
haven; a community. 
SAGE 
Students Advocating Gender Equality 
(SAGE) is devoted to promoting the 
equal treatment of all persons on the 
UNH campus, despite gender and/ or 
sexual orientation. Their goal is to 
educate and expand each student's 
mind to the issues surrounding 
diversity and embrace the variety of 
students found at UNH. SAGE is 
also the sponsor of Eve Ensler' s award 
winning play, The VaginaMonolouges, 
in association with V-Day: 
until the violence stops. 
Student Organizations 157 
STUDENTS 
FOR LIFE 
UNH Students for Life has just 
completed it's second year. It is a 
non-partisan and secular student 
organization that promotes the pro-
life ethic through educational means 
within the UNH community. 
CIRCLE K 
Circle K is a volunteer based 
organization designed to take part 
in community service on campus, in 




Sigma Nu is founded upon the ideals 
of love, honor, and truth. 
Recognized fortheir LEAD program 
(leadership, ethics, achievment, and 
development) which is utilized to 
further develop their members for 
life beyond college. They work with 
surrounding communities on 
numerous events including 
philanthropies such as their annual 
Freedom 9/11 Road Race. 
158 Student Organizations 
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SCAN 
TV 
The Student Cable Access Network 
(SCAN) provides UNH with dedicated 
students who are committed to providing 
quality television. SCAN's mission is to 
offer all interested students the 
opportunity to learn and work in a 
television environment with the use of 
their hi-tech industry standard 
equipment. 
MOSAICO 
UNH's Latin organization, 
MOSAICO promotes diversity on 
campus while uniting the Latino 
community. They strive to educate 
all UNH students through 
educational and social programs. 
All are welcome who wish to learn 
more and are interested in Latino 
culture. 
S.C.O.P.E. 
The Student Committee on Popular 
Entertainment (SCOPE), brings 
music and comedy programs to the 
UNH campus. Staff responsibilites 
include set-up, artist management, 
planning and hospitality. SCOPE is 
one of the only entirely student run 
concert organizations in the country. 
Student Organizations 159 
B s u 
The Black Student Union (BSU) is a 
student organization that fosters an 
environment where students can gain 
knowledge, awareness, and a sense of 
self. Their mission is diversity through 
social, educational and political 
programming. They strive to educate 
the whole UNH community. 








Kappa Delta is a house of sisterhoo 
whose purpose is to promote tru 
friendship among college girls throug 
the principles of truth, honor, and 
duty. Kappa Delta strives for academi 
excellence and to provide a fun-lovin 




Organization (MUSO) organiz 
a variety of programs includin 
MUB movies-- an array o 
independent and blockbuste 
films, a music series, and an ar 
and lecture series. MUSO als 
offers photography classes. 
THEATRE 
PO RTS 
Founded in 1992 this is UNH's very own 
improvisational comedy troupe. They provide 
bi-weekly shows on a "Who's Line is it 
Anyways" format. Theatresports is great 





he United Asian Coalition's 
UAC) purpose is to spread Asian 
ulture throughout the UNH 
am pus. This past year, UAC has 
resented speakers who spoke 
bout Asian cultural, racial, and 
fr T H E 
ALLIANCE 
The Alliance is committed to social and 
educational programming for support 
of the gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, 
questioning, and allied community. 
They are a social activist group that 
strives to educate the entire UNH 
community and encourage everyone to 
become an ally in the cause for change. 
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PROJECT 
SUNSHINE 
Project Sunshine is a nationally 
recognized non-profit volunteer 
organization dedicated to enriching 
the lives of children in need. The 
members volunteer throughout the 
year at Shriners Hospital for Children 
in Boston and as pen pals for children 




In its first year at UNH, The Peace 
and Justice League's goal is to develop 
awareness of social and political issues 
in the UNH community. They believe 
in increasing awareness through 
petitioning, bringing speakers to 
campus, nonviolent protests , 





Students for Choice strive to defend 
the reproductive rights of women by 
promoting education and widespread 
contraceptive practice. 











The goal of the Hepcats Swing Club is 
to bring an infectious swing movement 
to the University and Seacoast area. 
The Hepcats dance to Big Band Music, 
Jump Blues, Jazz Blues, Hip Hop, and 
Swing. Get back into the years of the 
1940's. C'mon jump and jive baby! 
HILLEL 
Hillel serves as the center of Jewish 
life at UNH. Hillel offers a variety 
of social, educational, cultural 
and religious programs throughout 
the year. 
T N H 
The New Hampshire (TNH) is UNH' s 
student-run newspaper. This dedicated 
crew works hard to publish the paper 
twice a week on Tuesdays and Fridays. 
It includes up-to-date news of 
interest and importance to the 
University for students, faculty and 
the community. TNH provides 
students with experience in journalism, 
advertising, photography, business and 
graphic design. 
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s E A C 
The Student Environmental Action Coalition 
(SEAC) is an environmental group dedicated to 
education and activism on environmental issues in 
the community and nationwide. The group is part 
of a national chapter which takes part in various 
environmental action campains and believes, "If 
we don't fight for it, who will?" 
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ABC 
Alternative Break Challence (ABC) i 
group of students who choose to spe 
their spring break volunteering across 
country for Habitat for Humanity, t 
maintenance along the Appalacian trail 
through work with inner city kids 
homeless shelters. This year, ABC s 
students to Auburn, Alabama, Oklaho 
City, Oklahoma, Washington D.C., Dal 
Texas, Omaha, Nebraska and many m 
This is ABC's tenth year as an alternat 
spring break offering at UNH. 
I 
ered 
e food now_,_, 
FRESHMAN 
CAMP 
Freshman Camp is four days and three ni 
in which incoming freshman get a head s 
on acclimating themselves to college l 
Freshman Camp counselors put forth all t 
energy to make it an incredible experie 
filled with sports, skits and of course, 




The NH Notables are an award winning all-
woman A Capella group committed to 
performing at various campus and community 
events. They competed at the I CCA National 
Competion for women in New England and 
won best female A Capella group in New 
England. Some of their repertoire includes 
"Thank You" "U nivited" by Boyz to Men and 
"Harder to Breathe" by Maroon 5. 
MRC 
The Medieval Renaissance Club (MRC) is a 
history-based group recreating the clothing, 
culture, arts, sciences and combat from 500 
AD to 1600 AD. They sponsor regular 
workshops at UNH on such topics as: making 
chainmaille, leatherwork, calligraphy, sewing, 
brewing, archery, fencing and broadsword 
combat. Every spring the MRC hosts the 
Olde Hampshire Faire, a day of medieval 




The New Hampshire Gentleman 
began in 1978 and believe in bringing 
quality entertainment to UNH and 
the surrounding communities. It is 
the oldest acappella group on campus 
which performs at events such as 
Homecoming and Jukebox, even 
Fenway Park! The NH Gents believe 
in "Good Singing and Good Times." 
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THE GRANITE 
YEARBOOK 
The Granite Yearbook strives to create a lasting memory that 
represents the full flavor and spectrum of sporting events, the 
arts, campus life, academia, graduation, and all of the other 
events that are experienced by UNH students. A complimentary 
copy of The Granite is sent to each graduating senior. While we 
understand the challenges of capturing the individual 
experiences of students at a large University, we hope this book 
holds personal value to each of you as we worked hard to create 
it. 




Editor-in-Chief: Karin Dubreuil 
Production Editor: John Byrns 
Business Manager: Victoria Brooks 
Advertising Editor: Kristen Harding 
Photo Editor: Jennifer Egan 
Section Editors: Jessica D'Avanza, 
Sarah Rhines 
Amanda Rotella 
Photographers: Paul Bostrom, Piper Cronin, 
Lindsey Ekstrom, Melissa Lombardo, Rebecca 
Sanborn and Scott Yates 
Advisor: Seneca Bernard 
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Scott Yate 
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COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
The College of Liberal Arts is home to approximately 4,600 
students and 300 faculty. It is by far the largest academic unit 
on campus. Many popular majors include English, 
Psychology, and Communication. 
This year marked the completion of the newly renovated 
Murkland Hall. Built in 1927 and named after then President 
Murkland, the newly refurbished Hall now hosts a state-of-
the-art Language Resource Center, a stunning 237 seat 
lecture hall, and classrooms fully wired for the opportunities 
of modern technology . 
.. 
The 2003-2004 academic year has been marked by new 
beginnings, vibrant research from both students and faculty, 
exciting scholarships, excellence in the classroom, and a 
continuing commitment to the values and ideals of the 
liberal arts. 
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Morrill Hall, Seneca 
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AN 
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HYSICAL SCIENCES 
The College of Engineering and Physical 
Sciences (CEPS) consists of nine departments: 
Chemical Engineering, Civil Engineering, 
Electrical and Computer Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering, Chemistry, Computer 
Science, Earth Science, Mathematics and 
Statistics, and Physics. CEPS also offers an 
interdisciplinary engineering degree in 
Environmental Engineering. 
UNH students have the opportunity in CEPS 
to take classes with and work alongside world 
class researchers. More than 75% of CEPS 
students enhance their education with real-
world experiences such as research projects, 
internships or summer jobs and study abroad. 
CEPS is world renowned for its ocean 
mapping program which partners earth scientists 
and computer scientists with engineers. CEPS 
world famous space research also brings 
physicists into this biological revolution that 
will help to bring us into the 21st century. 
A $50 million renovation of Kingsbury Hall, 
home to engineering programs will begin at the 
end of the academic year. 
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SCHOOL OF HEAL TH 8c HUMAN S 
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ICES 
The School of Health and Human Services is a community committed to teaching, scholarship, service, and 
working cooperatively to provide professional leadership in health and human services. Founded in 1969, 
SHHS has 14 programs in 8 academic departments, all of which are accredited at the national level. As part 
of the land, sea, and space grant University, the school is commited to leadership and influence within the 
state, region, nation and world. The most populalr programs are Nursing and Athletic Training for the 
approximately 1,500 undergraduates. One program of distinction within the School is Northeast Passage. 
It is a nationally recognized program affiliated with the Department of Recreation Management and Policy. 
It provides recreational activities for people with disabilities and their families. Another aspect of the school 
includes the Child Study and Development Center, a teaching/research center in addition to being a formal 
pre-school and kindergarten. The center provides a direct child educational service to the local community, 
while being a key teaching and faculty/student research facility. 
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COLLEGE OF LIFE SCIENCES 
AND AGRICULTURE 
Human Nutrition Center, Jason Pietzak 
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Charles James Hall, Amanda Rotella 
Rudman Hail, Piper Cronin 
The College of Life Sciences and Agriculture ( CO LSA) gives students a fundamental education in the biological, natural, and 
social sciences and introduces them to the arts and humanities. As a land, sea and space grant university, UNH is home to some 
of the most accomplished research scientists who as COLSA professors give much to the COLSA community. Advanced 
technical and professional courses prepare students for graduate school or entry-level positions in areas concerned with 
improving the qualiry of life. Preparation can vary from fundamental studies of cancer cells to community-service planning, 
resource protection to genetic engineering, and career teaching to molecular biology and biotechnology. About 70 percent of 
COLSA students participate in international research or study abroad while at UNH. 
This past year the Environmental Technology Building was renamed, Gregg Hall in honor of U.S. Senator Judd Gregg. He 
has helped to build the university's internationally renowned research and teaching programs during his career in the U.S. Senate. 
In 2001, the now Gregg Hall began its service as the Environmental Technology Building, designed to aid the university in its 
efforts to provide innovative solutions to national environmental problems through top-tier research. 
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WHITTEMORE SCHOOL 
The Whittemore School of Business and Economics (WSBE) prepares students for future careers in management, 
public service, research, and education. The liberal arts are the basic foundation of the curriculum, and management 
of change in a global community is the major emphasis. Each department and program has its own unique disciplinary 
tradition and the simultaneous committment to broad educational excellence in critical thought, verbal and written 
communications, quantitative skills, computer literacy, and ethical reasoning. International awareness and cross-
cultural understanding are essential components of the educational experience of Whittemore School students. The 
educational process encourages the integration of practice and theory through student interaction with businesses, 
public agencies, and faculty research. 
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UNH AT MANCHESTER 
The mission of the University ofN ew Hampshire at 
Manchester (UNHM) is to provide residents of the 
greater Manchester area with access to public higher 
education. UNHM was founded in 1967. In 2003 
it was home to approximately 1,500 students. The 
College is founded on a strong liberal arts base and 
is dedicated to excellence in teaching, scholarship, 
and service . UNHM values institutional 
collaboration and has developed articulation 
agreements with area colleges and other USNH 
institutions. UNHM has become a major asset to 
the city of Manchester through the fulfillment of its 
teaching, service, and research missions. The 
community in turn is a dynamic resource for 
UNHM with its economic vitality, increasing 
diversity, and involved citizens. As education 
becomes more of a factor for gainful employment 
and earning power, UNHM will continue to fulfill 
a much needed role in creating a productive and 
thoughtful society. 
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Cara Lynn Abbanato 
Womens Studies 
Jaclyn Therese Adams 
Business Administration 




Bryan Winchrop Ames 
Communication 
Rebecca Claire Adams 
Music Education 
Biology: Molecular-Cellular & Developmental 








siness Administration: Accounting Business Administration 
192 
Stephanie Marie Ash 
Business Administration 
Jonathan D avid Atwood 
Geography 
Jacob I. Ayers 
Microbiology 
Holly Michelle Baker 
Zoology 








Alexander E. Athans 
History 
Rebecca Ruth Austin 
Social Work 
Jennifer Lynne Backstrom 
Anthropology 
Meredi th Anne Bailey 
Biology: Marine & Freshwater 
Amy Barbour 




Elizabeth Middleton Beal 
History 
Katrina M. Barry 
English 
Timothy Edward Barry 
Social Work 
Sherlie Battiato 
Business Administration: Management 
193 
Communication Business Administration: Marketing 
Michael Joseph Benoic 
Environmental A/foirs 
Mae Leigh Bixby 
Zoology 
James Michael Blake 
Spanish 
Joseph Howard Blanchard 
Environmental Conservation 
Marlow Gabrielle Blanchard 
Hospitality Management 
Jamieson R. Bishop 
History 
Kelly A. Blaney 
English 
195 
Benjamin Andrew Blaudschun 
Psychology Political Science Biology: Marine & Freshwater 
Trevor Bruce Thomsen Breig 
Seneca Bernard 
James Carey Brennan 
Sociology 
Sarah Elizabeth Bressoud 
English Teaching 
Timothy Keith Brewster Aria Renee Brickner-McDonald 
Civil Engineering RMI': Program Administration 
John Latham Breunig 
Environmental Conservation 




Candice Lee Brown 
Zoology 




Liana James Bryanos 
Nutritional Sciences 
Elizabeth Christine Bullis 
Nursing 




Lauren Kathryn Calculator 
Sociology/Justice Studies 
Kirsten Mosher Burke 
Sociology/Spanish 
Both Seneca Bernard 
Liam Edward Burke 
Political Science 
rm 




Leslie Ann Cantin 
Music Education 
Lindsey Susan Cardin 
Kinesiology: Sport Studies 




Timothy Alan Card 
Business Administration: Management 
Meghan Kathleen Carey 
English 
Jillian F ai ch Camasso 
Samantha Rebecca Carr 
Sociology 
Erin Alyssa Cashman 
Sociology 
Scott Yates 
Blake Robert Carrington 
Biology: Marine & Freshwater 
Erica Jane Cate 
Environmental Conservation 
Scott Yates 







Tourism Planning & Development 
Meredith Otis Chace 
RMP: Program Administration 












Sociology Chemical Engineering 
Thomas Conomacos 
Psychology 
Kimberly Lynne Constantine 
Zoology 
Rebecca Dorothy Cohen 
Psychology 
Kimberly Marie Coleman 
Zoology 
Michael John Conti 
Mechanical Engineering 
Michael D. Colclough 
English/Journalism 




Amy Elizabeth Coldwell 
Communication 
Kelly Lynn Collins 
Shannon Marie Cooper 203 
Psychology 
Alexander Bren t Cornelissen 
AnSc: Bioscience & Technology 
204 
Lauren Marie Cosco 
English Teaching 
James Patrick Cowles 
Environmental Conservation 
AnSc: Equine Sciences 
Jonathan Storer Crafts 
Economics 
English Teaching 
Amanda Nicole Crawford 
Biology: General 
Music Education Business Administration 
Courtney Jennifer Cullity 
Mechanical Engineering Business Administration: Marketing 
McGrath Studios 




Kathleen Mary Curran 
Family Studies 
Elysia Ellen Curtis 
Douglas Scott Currie 
Environmental Conservation 
William Edmund Czerepak 
English/journalism Economics 
History 
Corey Eric Denton 
Civil Engineering 
Haley Rose DeCarlo 
Sociology 
Jeffrey Alan De Rosa 
History 
Gregory Ross DeCelles 
Biology: Marine & Freshwater 
Erin Morrill Desharnais 
Kinesiology: Exercise Science 
Stephen Paul Decker 
Health Management & Policy 
Jessica Lucille DeMoncigny 
Environmental & Resource Economics 
Christa Ann Desjardins 207 
Communication Sciences & Disorders 
Samantha J. Desranleau 
Psychology 
Kristin Leigh Dexter 
Nursing 
20S Eric Michael Donahue 
Business Administration Social Work Nursing 
209 
Psychology Nutritional Sciences 
210 Betsy Anne Edes 
Psychology 
Allison C. Edgar 
Kinesiology: Exercise Science Communication Business Administration Communication 
Jamie Sheldon Emerson 
Biochemistry 
Megan Leigh Enos 
Psychology 
UM 
Emily Catherine Eppinger 
Zoology 
Jacquelyn Wright Erdall 
Jennifer Jean Fabiano 
History 
Courtney Shallys Evans 
English 
Emily Adele Falkenstein 211 
European Cultural Studies 
Amy Elizabeth Falcin Cara Fasulo 
Business Administration Communication Sciences & Disorders Geography 
Julie Anne Fauvel Darcy Taylor Favorite Molly Jane Feenan 
Communication Sciences & Disorders Communication Communication Sciences & Disorders 
Rebecca Sanborn 
212 
Business Administration Economics 
Brian Foster Flickinger 
Communication 
ommunication Sciences & Disorders 
Christine Conner Floyd 
Zoology 
Political Science 
Jason W arren Floyd 
Business Administration 
Rebecca Sanborn 
Anne B. Flynn 
Family Studies 
Jeffrey Flynn 
Business Administration: Marketing 
Christine Michelle Fortier 213 
Psychology 
Julie Katherine Fox 
Occupational Therapy 
Psychology 
Brandon Barker Foye 
Kinesiology: Phys Ed Pedagogy 




Physics Family Studies 
Nicole Alison Frechette 
Psychology 
Social Work 





216 James Michael Glynn 
Electrical Engineering 
Benjamin H. Gnacik 
EEB Biology 
Holly Beth Golding 
Hospitality Management 
Jennifer Anne Goss 
Business Administration: Finance 
Danielle Jenai Goulet 
Elizabeth Ann Granetz 
Business Administration: Marketing 
Janine Jacqueline Goulet 
Christie Kay Granfield 
Nursing 
Carolyn Victoria Gordon 
Biology: Marine & Freshwater 
Aaron B. Govoni 
Business Administration: Finance 




Jonathan Edward Gravel 
Environmental Conservation 
Heron E. Greenesmith 
Jessica Lynn Gray 
Z oology 
Sean Michael Greenlaw 
~ '~ - s,,'4 
t) 
• 
RMP: Program Administration Economics: International and Develop 
Business Administration 
Catherine Meade Harris 
English/journalism 
Stanley Lloyd Harris III 
Mechanical Engineering 
Meredith L. Hartery 
Political Science 
Drew E. Hadley 
Mathematics 
Katrina Rose Hartman 
Environmental Conservation 
219 
James Francis Harvey 
Electrical Engineering 
Gregg Foster Hayward 
Business Administration: Marketing 




220 Angela Hobson Herrick 
Psychology 
Casey H eimlich 
English 
Margaret Mary Hensley 
Hospitality Management 
Kevin Michael Hewson 
Computer Science 
McGrath Studios 
Nicole Blakely Heitzner 
Nursing 
Megan Marie Hepp 
Nutritional Sciences 
Kelly Ann Hickey 
Communication Sciences & Disorders 
Michael A. Head 
Mathematics/ Economics 
Sarah M. Hedges 
English 
Emily Ann Hochreiter 
English 
Stephen Everett Hochreiter 221 
Mechanical Engineering 
Heather Rose Hochuli 
Earth Science 
Jennifer Lynn Holland 
Sociology 
222 Catherine Murray Hooke 
AnSc: Preveterinary Medicine 
Allison Joy Holmberg 
History 
Douglas Peter Holmes 
Chemistry 
Mechanical Engineering History 
223 




Communication Music Education English/Communication 
Electrical Engineering 
Dan Carver Johnson 
Business Administration 
Ryan Andrew Jackobek 
M icrobiology 
Jennifer Clark Jerome 
Psychology 
Geoffrey M ichael Johnson 
Physics 
Julia Rurh Jamieson 
A nSc: Preveterinary Medicine 
Melanie Ann Jodoin 
Family Studies 
Jared Alan Johnson 
Business Administration: Marketing 
Amy Beth Jardin 
English 
Lyvie Paige John 
Mwic Education 
Jennifer Lauren Johnson 225 
Communication 
226 
Kevin Daniel Johnson 




Amy Lauren Kalman 
Sociology 
Lindsay Marie Jones 
Ragnar Kristinn Karlsson 
Mathematics/Computer Science 
Tyler Ray Jones 






Christopher Thomas Kenwood Tamsyn Shyri Kenyon 
Mathematics/Statistics Cornrnunication Sciences & Disorders 
Elizabeth Lauren Key 
History 




Sung Yun Kim 
Electrical Engineering 
227 
Scefanie Mary King 
English Teaching 
Kachleen Rebecca Kirwin 
BA: Accounting 




Emily Lyn Kiser 
FS: Child and Family Studies 
Kaleen Marie Konrad 
Chemistry 
Tiffany Ann Kingman 
Psychology 
Brielle AmarA. Megan Kissel 
Business Administration 
Health Management & Policy 
Laura Kingscorf 
Communication 
Sceven Kenneth Knighc 
Computer Science 
Communication Classics/Women '.s Studies 
Thomas Robert Kressler 
Business Administration 
Bonnie Po Lai 
Music Education 
229 
T aciaana Liisa Laine Charles Wilson Laliberte 
Communication Sciences & Disorders Business Administration: Marketing 
Craig James LaMarca Jessica Ann Lamb 
230 








AnSc: Preveterinary Medicine Linguistics 
Computer Science Earth Science Teaching 
Jeffrey Allan Lawrence 
MCD Biology 
Matthew A. Lawrence 
Political Science 
Kristen Marie Lazieh 
Business A dministration 
Jessica Lynn Legere 
Hospitality M anagement 
231 
Elizabeth Jane Lenseth 
232 
Spanish Environmental Engineering 
Both Melissa Lombardo 
Emily Brooke Libby 
AnSc: Preveterinary Medicine 
Bethany Ann Lemoi 
AnSc: Preveterinary Medicine 
Allison Beth Lemovicz 
Health Management & Policy 
Erin Ludwig 
Mechanical Engineering 
Jessica Marie Lukas 
Women '.s Studies 
Nicholas Tyler Lunger 
Business Administration: Marketing 
Caitlyn Leigh Lynch 
Psychology 
Andrew James Losee 
Electrical Engineering 
Lynne Kristen Lowell 
Nursing 
Jillian Grace Lynch 
Biochemistry 
233 
Katherine Ann MacDonald 
234 
Zoology Kinesiology: Exercise Science Economics: International 
Megan June Maloney 
Erin Mansur 
Business 
Jennifer Lynn Mantell 
Communication Sciences & D isorders 
Greg Brian Mansfield 
History 
Allison Kathleen March 
Business Administration: Finance 235 
236 
Steven J. M arcotte 
Hospitality M anagement 
Andrea Lynn Marrin 
Business A dministration 
Mary Elizabeth Marrin 
M usic Education 
Aliso n Ashley Marvell 
Communication 
Daniel Senn Maynard 
Mathematics 
Frank D avid M arhefka 
M echanical Engineering 
Sarah Lynn Mason 
Nursing 
Kevin Paul Mazzei 
Electrical Engineering 
Kristin Marie Markowich 
Kinesiology: A thletic Training 
Kellee Blake M as troianni 
Communication 
Susan Elizabeth McAtavey 
English 
Anthony M anzo Marrese 
BA: Accounting 
David L. McCabe 
History 
Susan Patricia Marston 
Dairy Management 
Biology 
Political Science Communication 237 
Stephen Paul Mclsaac 
Psychology 
Meredith Catherine McNally Brieyn Dorothy McNamara Meghan Kathleen McPherson Rachael Elizabeth McShane 
Communication 
Melanie Elisabeth Mendez 
238 
Occupational Therapy 
Kinesiology: Sport Studies 
Biology: General AnSc: Preveterinary Medicine 
Craig Harry Edward Mills 
Social Work 




Micaela Louise Murphy 
AnSc: Preveterinary Medicine 
Business Administration. Management 
Sean P Murphy 
Business A dministration 
Political Science 
Larissa Nora Mullen 
Wildlife Management 
Stephen John Murphy 
Political Science 
241 





Bm Bm Ngo 
Business Administration: Finance 
Rachel Lee Nichols 
Wildlife Management 
Paul Joseph Niepokoyczycki 
Business Administration 
Dung Ngoc Nguyen 
Statistics/Economics 
Elizabeth Sawtelle Nickerson 
Psychology 
Gregg Albert Noel 
Business Administration 
Jessica Lynne O 'Connor 
243 Medical Laboratory Science 
244 
Kari Melissa Oriolo 
Communication 
Pamela Leona Ogonowski 
Business Administration: Marketing Biology: General 
Erin Ann Oleksak Kara Elizabeth Oliveto 
Psychology Business Administration: Management 
Ryan Paul Orlando 
Civil Engineering 
Pamela Michelle O 'Rourke 
Business Administration. Marketing 





Elizabeth Lynn Pacocha 
245 
Barry Stewart Pellacc 
246 Kinesiology: Outdoor Education 
Kachenne Lee Perkins 
Biochemistry 




J enmfer C. Plouffe 
Biology: Marine & Freshwater 
Leanora Poisson 
Wildlife Management 
Benjamin Robert Powers 
Psychology 




Katie Elizabeth Rader 
Theatre 
Mark D Raiche 
Business Administration: Marketing 
Will Matthew Rainwater 
Communication 
Alysa Ann Ratu1s 
251 
Kelly Sue Richards Lindsay Elizabeth Richards 
25?;ommunication Sciences & Disorders English 
Jonathan Richdale 
Communications 
Heather Anne Richer 
Family Studies 
Beau Wesley Robmson 
Sociology 
Rebecca Marie Robmson 
Political Science 
253 
Jenmfer M. Rogers 
Wildlife Management 
Both McGrath Studios 
John Thomas Roche 
BA. :Accounting 
Melissa Ann Salmon 
Nursing 
Scott David Samon 
Business Administration 255 
Kira Elizabeth Sawyer 
256 
Social Work 
Joseph G Samuels 
BA. Information Systems 






Robert J Scagnelli 
Music Education 
Chad Kemble Schuyler 
Mechanical Engineering 
Debra Joyce Scolmck 
Wildlife Management 
Kristina Lee Scott 
English! Exercise Science 
258 
Erin L. Shields 
English 
Ka1clm M . Short 
Biology: Marine & Freshwater 
Diane Elizabeth Smith 
Family Studies 
259 
260 David Michael Sonnekalb 
AnSc: Preveterinary Medicine 
Sanchana Souksamrane 
English 
Amy Elizabeth Sousa 
Psychology 
Eileen Mane Srebbmgs 
Business Administration 
Melissa Lombardo 
Kimberly Donavan Starbranch 
English 
Nathan Jerome Stent1ford 
Biology: Marine & Freshwater 
Myles Staunton 
Health Management Policy 
Nicole Mane Stephan 
Mathematics/Economics 
Laura Mane Stavris 
Psychology 
Justin Ellery Stern 
Computer Science 
261 
Rochelle Marie Stewart 
English/journalism 
Julia B. Stevens 
Spanish 
Donald Lowell Snckney 
Morgan Ann Taylor 
Health Management & Policy 
Sara J eanmne Taylor 
Nursing 




Alexandra Riva Tens ta 
Biology: General 
263 
Laune Ann Thibault 
Business Administration: Marketing 








George Henry Yasso 
Business Administration 







Volume 95 of the Untversity of New Hampshire's The Granite was produced by the 2004 staff, members of which 
appear to the nght. The Granite was printed by Jostens/Hunter Publishmg company, 2505 Empire Dnve, 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27113-5867 J Cole Harris served as the Company Representative and Sandy 
Moses served as the Account Executive. The mm size of this publtcatlon is 9 by 12 inches. The Granite is a wmter 
delivery book with a press run of approximately 2550 copies. Each graduate of December 2003, May 2004, and 
September 2004 of the Durham campus who received a bachelor's degree received a complimentary copy Addi-
tional copies were sold to members of the Untversity of New Hampshire Manchester campus and are available for 
sale from The Granite until supplies are exhausted. 
Cover: The artwork for the cover was done by Melissa Bagwell at Jostens m consultation with the editonal staff. 
The photograph featured on the cover was taken by Bob McGrath of McGrath Studios. 
Text: Headlines throughout the book are Copperplate3lab, size 36. The text was wntten m Agaramond, size 12, 
and photography credits are m Agaramond italic, size 6. Font slZlng may vary where necessary All texts were 
written and/or edited by the staff of The Granite. Some texts may have been edited from texts submitted to The 
Granite for publication. 
Year-In-Review and other Photo Credits: Photos and some text were purchased from http://www.ap.org/year-
book/ and could be found at http://www.apwideworld.com/cgi/bm/aplaunchSimple.pl between September 1 2003 
and July 15, 2004. 
Design. The software used for the ennre publication was Adobe PageMaker 7.0 and Jostens Year Tech Program, 
both on a Macintosh platform. All bastc layouts and theme development were designed by Karin Dubreuil and 
John Byrns. Seneca Bernard served as an adviser and consultant. John Byrns oversaw production issues. Layouts 
were altered by Jesstca D 'Avanza, Amanda Rotella, Sarah Rhmes, John Byrns, Kristen Harding and Erm Wiley 
All d1v1ders were designed by Melissa Bagwell of Jostens. The prologue and epilogue were developed by Kann 
Dubreuil. The sports layouts were organized by Erin Wiley and John Byrns. Sarah Rhines was responsible for 
Year-In-Review and Events sections. Jessica D'Avanza was responsible for contacting organizations and depart-
ments related to the design of the Organizations and College and Academia layouts. The Campus Life layouts 
were designed by Amanda Rotella. John Byrns assisted Sarah, Jessica, Erin, and Amanda with each layout section. 
Knsten Hardmg coordmated and solicited parents and area busmesses and designed the Sponsors layouts. Victoria 
Brooks oversaw all finanoal and admmistrative matters pertaining to the production of The Granite. 
Photography: All photographs appeanng in the book, unless otherwise credited were taken by The Granite 
photographers: Paul Bostrom, Piper Cromn, Rebecca Sanborn, Melissa Lombardo, and Scott Yates. McGrath 
Studios assisted with sports and event photography All photography was assigned and organized by Jennifer Egan. 
McGrath Studios of Bow, NH and Bramtree, MA photographed all sentor portram (except those with extenuating 
circumstances) and provided developmental services for all photographs appeanng in this edition of The Granite. 
We would like to thank UNH and UNH Athletics for prov1dmg sports team photos. 
This publication was paid for by the Student Activity Fee. All members of staff who received snpends for their 
work were full-time undergraduate students at the Univesity of New Hampshire (Durham Campus) We would 
like to thank Bob McGrath and Tern Weeks of McGrath Stud10s, J Cole Harns, Ian Stevenson, and Sandy Moses 
of Jostens Publishing, Seneca Adam Bernard, our Adviser, and all other UNH staff members who assisted us for all 
of their hard work and cooperation m completing this book. 















Events & Year-In-Review 
Jessica D'Avanza 













You NEVER CEASE 
TO AMAZE US! 
J. KENNY PORRAS 
We are so proud of your 
accomplishment! Bless all of your 
future endeavors and be sure to reach 
high and never stop dreaming!!! 
Love, Dad & Mom 
SITZEN!!! 
Krissy, 
We love you dearly and you continue 
to make us proud. Congratulations on 
your achievement! No one can ever 
take this away from you. We trust you 
will use your resources wisely and go 
on to a wonderfully fulfilling life with 
a great start as a UNH graduate 
Cherish your new found relationships, 
remember the old, and build on what 
you learn from both. We hope UNH 
has helped to open you to ideas and 
learn to consider all views, no matter 
how diverse. Get the facts, then decide! 
Always remember you are truly loved 
by your family We will support all of 
your choices. 
Mom & Daddv (&Grammv too!) 
ONGRATULATIONS 
We are so proud of you! You've become a 
strong and independent young man and 
will surely be successful as you begin 
your next journey 
We love ou, Mom, Dad, & Sean 
STAN THE MAN HARRIS 
You amaze us with your 
accomplishments and keep us 
laughing all the while. Never 
change and you'll go far 
With Love THE FAM 
CONGRATULATIONS 
AMY! 
We are so proud of you and your 
accomplishments! Remember, this 
is only the beginning Keep 
reaching for the stars! 
All our love, Mom, Dad, & Patnck 
CONGRATULATIONS 
JESSICA! 
Thanks for all the beautiful 
memories you gave us since that 
special day you were born into our 
hearts. Wishing you all our love, 




We are so proud of you. You have 
accomplished so much in such a short 
period of time. You have proven yourself 
to be an outstanding honor student, role 
model, and leader Your dedication has 
not gone unnoticed within the 
community We know that your brilliance 
will lead to an enduring future. 
Love Mom, Dad, & Lexie 
DAVID & PATRICIA 
BRODERICK 
We know how hard you've 
worked to get to this day. 
You deserve to be 
celebrated. 
Congratulations on your 
graduation! 





We're so very proud of you-more 
than you'll ever realize! Best ofluck 
in all that you will do in your life 




We are so proud of your 
accomplishments. We wish you 
health, happiness, & success. Love, 
Mom, Dad, Karen, Doug, Ryan, 
John, Heather, & Brian 
CONGRATULATIONS TO 
OUR BROTHER, COLIN! 
CONGRATULATIONS, 
MATT! 
We are so proud of you and all 
your accomplishments. Best of luck 
as you head off to graduate school. 
Love, Mom, Dad, Ken , Nadia, 
David, & Nicholas 
SHINE ON YOU 
CRAZY DIAMOND 
Lor, Lala, Bur, Lubanza, Leo 
Known by so many names, loved 
by so many Congratulations! We 
love you, Mom, Dad, Gigi, Jill, Dani, 
&Micah 
and you should be proud, 
Debbie We certainly are You 
did great1! 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, & Cath 
CONGRATULATIONS 
LAURA 
I could never love a sister as much 
as I love you. I will always be your 
little alien. You are a burst of 
sunshine in my life 
Love, Mom & Kristen 
JOCELYN E. PROWSE 
CONGRATULATIONS 
ON YOUR GRADUATION 
We are so proud of you and all 
the hard work and 
determination 1t took to reach 
this goal. We hope that your 
future adventures will bnng 
you much happiness. Our 
love and support 1s always 
here for you. 
Love, Mom & Dad 
TO OUR DAUGHTER 
GINA RICCIARDELLI 
May the wind always be behind you 
as you ski down the slopes of life. 
Love, 
Mom Dad, Andrew, & Grandma 
ERIN LIBBY 
Congratulations, Erin! 
May success and happiness be 
yours. We love you! 
Mom, Dad, Meghan, & Ryan 
JENNIFER KNOX 
Where did the time go? 
We are all so proud of 
who you are, as a 
graduate, daughter, 
sister, sidekick, and 
teabag. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, & Wyatt 
CONGRATULATIONS 
EMILY 
We are so proud of you. Reach for 
the stars and never stop dreaming. 
Love, Mom, Dad, Jason, & Amanda 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CAL! 
We are so proud of you. 
Love, Mom, Dad, Hilary, Susie, 
Lonny, Steve, Andrew, Ryan, and 




We are so proud. You are a strong 
independent, courageous, young, 
woman. Remember always reach 
for the stars. Love, Mom & Erin 
CONGRATULATIONS 
SARAH MACDOUGALL 
We are proud of the wonderful woman 
you have become. An incredible future 
awaits you as you have put your heart 
and soul in your many achievements in 
the last four years. 
"Climb the mountains and get their 
good tiding. Nature's peace will flow 
into you as sunshine flows into the 
trees. The winds will blow their own 
freshness into you and the storms, their 
energy, while cares will drop off like 
autumn leaves. As age comes on, one 
source of enjoyment after another is 
closed, but nature's sources never fail." 
Muir, 1901 
Love, Mom, Dad, & James 
CONGRATULATIONS 
ADAM KEYSER! 
We are extremely proud of you. 
Always follow your dreams as they 
will lead to your happiness. With Love, 




I am so proud of you!!! You are the 
first from our family to graduate 
college, and I am so proud of you. 
You have proven yourself to be a 
very strong, independent, and 
courageous young woman. Good 
luck in everything you choose and 
never settle for anything less. You 
are a great role model for your two 
brothers, Tommy and Todd who 
love you very much too. We all 
miss you. 
Lots of Love, Mom 
CONGRATULATIONS 
JIM! 
Your family is so proud of you and 
loves you, 





KT Bear, We are so 
proud of you! 
You are a 
beautiful person! 
Love, Mom, Sara, 
Lora, Shawn, & Lexi 
CONGRATULATIONS SENIORS 
Kimberely Pullo-Great Job Kim! We wish you the best 
for the future Love, Mom, Dad, Andrea, Tim, & Auntie 
Kathleen Mary Curran-Kathy, AKA "Prof Honey 
Dew," We're so proud of you and all your hard work. 
God bless you. Love, Mumma, Papa, & Family 
Valerie Sangermano-Congratulations! We are so proud 
of you and we love you very much. Mom, Dad, Ann, 
Chuck, Avery, and Kiralyse 
Ashley Nicole Fish- Congratulations! We are so very 
proud of you-our first college graduate! Good Luck! 
Love, Mom, Dad, Adam, Abigail, & Lexus 
Lmdsey Rose Ekstrom-Congratulations, you've worked 
hard. Have faith, be strong, and all the rest will fall mto 
place We love you, Dad, Mom, Jason, & Kendra 
Jonathan Dowling-We are all so proud of you. The 
future is yours to grab onto. Congratulations, Steve, 
Mom, Mom Mom Graves, and Uncle Brandt 
Charles LaLiberte-Yesterday you were a child follow-
ing the yellow Brick Road. How far you have come We 
are so proud of you! Love, Mom & Dad 
Steve Ehrenkrantz-Congratulations on your 
accomplishments the past four years! With much love 
from your family, Mom, Dad, Marissa, & Linz 
Jenny Gilleberto-Jeneee, we love you and are so proud 
of you always! Love,Mummy, Dadeee,Mike, &Mochie 
Mae Bixby-You did it! What a wonderful person you 
are! All our love, Mom, Pop, Cole, & Lib 
Vianna Todd-Elliott-"Great Spirits have always faced 
violent protest from mediocre minds." -Albert Einstein. 
Continue to be yourself! Our love always, Your proud 
Mom&Dad 
Andrea Szirbik-Felicitaciones! We are SO proud of 
you. Love, Mom, Dad, Adam, & "Boomer" 
Ragnar Karlsson-Congratulations! We are so proud of 
your accomplishments. We will always be there for 
you. Love Mom, Dad, and Thor 
Stacey Cote-We' re so proud of all your 
accomplishments! You've worked so hard and taken 
on so many new challenges and you've soared to new 
heights. Your future is bright with all that you've 
become. We love you, Mom, Dad, Heather, & Scott 
Dear Mary Cole, We are very proud of your 
accomplishments. Love, Mom & Dad 
Erin Meserve-Congratulations! We are so proud of you 
and all your accomplishments. Love, Mom, Dad, Ada, 
&Jake 
Julie Sarbanis-Congratulations-we are proud of you 
and your determmation! Love, Mom, Dad, Meaghan, 
Matt, & Jasson 
Michele Leary-Congratulations-we are so proud of 
you! We wish you the best of everything for the future. 
Love always, Mom & Dad 
Amy Sparks-You are the proudest accomplishment of 
my life. I could not have dreamed of a more perfect 
daughter Congratulations! Love, Mom-zee 
Daniel Widrew-Happy Trails. Always be good to 
yourself Best wishes for a wonderful life. Love, Mom, 
Dad, & Renn.y 
Jennifer Dahlen-Congratulations! We are so proud of 
you! Keep following your dreams! You're the best! 
Love, Mom, Greg, & The Gang 
Jennifer Patry-Congratulations! We are all so proud of 
you. Good luck m all your future endeavors. Love 
Mom, Dad, Nana, Cmdy, & Dan 
Patrick Arsenault-Your hard work paid off We are so 
proud of you. Love, Mom, Dad, & Sarah 
Abby Cochran-Congratulations! We are so proud of 
you! Love, Mom, Dad, & Carlisle 
Kelly Hulslander-You suprised only yourself We knew 
you could do it. Your perserverance and hard work 
will always be an asset leading to many wonderful 
tomorrows. We Love you, Kelly! Mom & Dad 
Megan Welch-We love you! From Mom & Dad 
Jessica L. O'Connor-Kit Kat-We are so proud of you! 
Congratulations-Now you can begin your adventure! 
Enjoy! Love, Dad, Mom, Meg, & always Bud 
Taylor Antonio-You'reanamazingyoungwomanand 
I am so very proud of you-May your future be filled 
with happiness! I love you, Mom 
CONGRATULATIONS ANTHONY! 
May God continue to bless 
you with happiness 
Congratulations on all your 
achievements and may all 
your dreams come true! 
With Love & Pride, 
Mom, Dad, John, Francesca, 
& Vincent 
My Myles, wearesoproudofyou. Youhavemetmanywonderful 
friends at UNH. We'll cherish all the memories ... Stoke, Milwood, 
Young Drive, Football Games, JP'S, Christmas Wreaths at the 
Farm, Molly Malone's, Kittery Outlets, Outback, Coach Mac & 
Meaghan. Love, Liam, Elizabeth, Mom, & Dad 
WAY TO GO NANI! 
Your fierce determination and 
focus have helped you 
overcome so many obstacles 
to earn your degree at UNH. 
Your intelligence, 
responsibility, compassion, 
assertiveness, and love has 
shaped you into the young 
woman you have become.We 
are all so proud of you! 
Love Mom, Dad, Alyssa, & 
Vanessa 
CONGRATULATIONS JESS! 
We are so proud of 
you! Go out and 
make your own place 
in "history " Follow 
your dreams and 
share the magic that 
is inside of you! We 






Dressed for sucess and 
ready for the world!! 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, & Devon 
CONGRATULATIONS! .-------"----~ 
We are so proud of you. 
You have accomplished 
a great deal in your life 
so far There is so much 
more waiting for you! 
Keep smiling Keep 
rocking Keep being 
you! 
We Love you very much, 
Dad, Mom, & Evan 
"WHEREVER YOU GO, GO WITH 
YOUR HEART" ~CONFUCIUS 
We couldn't be more proud, Craig. Love, Mom & Dad 
WE'RE SO PROUD OF YOU, JAMIE! 
May your life be full of health, happiness, 
and success. You deserve it all! 
With love, Mom & Dad 
CONGRATULATIONS TO 
MEGAN, SARAH, KELLY, 
& KELLY! 
WE LOVE YOU MEGAN-
LOVE, MOM & DAD 
CONGRATULATIONS 
THOMAS JONAK! 
We are so proud of what you have accomplished. 
Continue to follow your heart and make your dreams 
come true. 
Love, Mom, Dad, Peter, & Elizabeth 
FRIENDS OF 
THE GRANITE 
BEVERLY A. COMTOIS 
BOB PETTIGREW 
PAMELA J. SAMSON 
LISA POLLARD 
MATT KOCHKA & FAMILY 
THR DZIAMA FAMILY 
THE VANBOURGONDIEN: 




Best of luck to the greatest 
son in the world. We are so 
proud of you and your many 
accomplishments at UNH. 
We know you will find a 
fantastic job because you 
have tremendous talent and 
presence. 
We love you, 




works! We are so proud of you! 
Your determination will lead to 
success in whatever you do! Love, 
Mom, Dad, Nanc , & Bill 
MARIE BAKER-
WE ARE SO PROUD 
OF YOU! 
It seems hke only yesterday when 
you sang "It's A Grand Old Flag" 
at your kmdergarten graduation. 
We are so very proud of you m all 
thatyouhaveaccomplished. Work-
ing all the hours you did and still 
getting excellent grades. At times 
you said 1t was very hard, but you 
did 1t and did it well. The first one 
in the family to become a college 
graduate. Continue reaching for the 
STARS, and may your hopes and 
dreams be realized. We love you. 
Mom, Dad, & Bill 
CONGRATULATIONS 
JONATHAN! 
We are so proud of you! Because 
of all you hard work, this may 
someday be your vette! 
Love, Dad, Mom, & Gram. Love 
and Congratulations to "Little 
Frere " From Mindy & Mark 
Eric Donahue, 
Your family is very proud of 
your current achievement and your 
lofty goal. God willing, with a lot of 
focus and a bit of luck, you will 
suceed. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Meghan, & Ellen 
"Every worthwhile accomplishment, 
big or little, has its stages of drudgery 
and triumph, a beginning, a struggle, 




We are so very proud of you! 
Love, Mom, Dad, & Tiffany 
JENNIFER REYNOLDS 
Jennifer, 
Congratulations on an 
accomplishment that you have 
worked very hard to achieve, yet 
still managed to stop to smell the 
roses and have fun. Your drive and 
determination are admirable and 
we could not be more proud of the 
young woman you have become. 
Keep reaching for your dreams and 
they will become reality! 
Love, Mom, Dad, Mark, & Amy 
KEVIN HEWSON 
Words cannot express how much 
we love you. We are so proud of 




We are so very proud of you and all 
that you have achieved. Four years 
ago you embarked on a new journey 
with high expectations Those 
expectations became reality because 
of your dedication and determination. 
You have met all the challenges head 
on and prevailed. You continue to be 
a positive influence and a good role 
model for your brother and sister 
Reach for the stars and rise to meet the 
challenges of the future because there 
isnolimittowhatyoucanaccomplish. 
Love, 





Stuff~Rower First Class~Writer 
Unsurpassed~Cook 
Divine~Camper Sublime~Student 
Victorios~ Daughter so Glorious! 
FROM THE HEART ... 
Matthew Ignos-We are proud of your accomplishments, 
especially with everything you had to fight to get there. 
Congratulations! Mom & Dad 
Gregory Leedberg-Congratulations. 
The future is yours and your possibilities are endless. 
Love, Mom & Dad 
Jen & Jessica Poirier-We are so proud of you and your 
remarkable accomplishments. We never doubted you, 
Love, Mom & Dad 
Mary Martin-Congratulations on all your amazing 
achievements! Your music brings us all JOY Love, 
Mom, Dad, Earl, Tim, and Erin 
Meade Harris-Congratulations star reporter! Everyone 
in the Harris /Foster family is proud of you! Love,Dad, 
Mamma, Anna, & Maggie 
Nick Lunger-You have been such a JOY to raise and we 
are so proud of the man you have become. We look 
forward to the next chapter of your hfe. May God bless 
you in all things. Love forever, Mom, Dad, Adam, & 
Kristen. Jeremiah 29·11 
Jim Harvey-Congratulations, you did it! We are so 
proud of you, Best ofluck in all of your future endeavors. 
Love, Mom, Dad, Lisa, & Craig 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
MELISSA LEHMAN IN LONDON 
Congratulations, Great 
Job! 









JAMIE! Your accomplishments at 
UNH are awesome! Honor 
Society, Mover & Shaker, 
Habitat for Humanity 
volunteer, and Circle K 
leadership at the local and 
district levels, and the many 
awards that you won. You 
have a great future ahead of 
you. We're so proud! Love, 
Mom, Dad, Caitlin, & 
Grandma 
CONGRATULATIONS CHRIS! 
We are so very proud of 
you and all of your 
accomplishments You 
never cease to amaze us. 
Best wishes always for a 
bright and happy future, 
and good luck to you and 
KOTTER! 
Love always, Dad & Mom 
Tyler You made it 
baby! Now go have a 
life without papers, 
exams, and all nighters. 
We love you and think 
you are the sweetest, 
and funniest person we 
know 
Dad, Kathy, Griffin, 
Kara, & Shelby 
YOU'VE MADE US PROUD KERRI GAGNON! 
You never cease 
to amaze us. 




Your Gram and 
Joe, Dad and 
Beth, Uncle Steve 











Dad, Ceja, Taylor, 
and Rossli 
WOW! Rachael- We are so proud of who you are, what you have accomplished and how 
confident we are about where you are heading in the future that it is unbelievable. It JUSt 
seems to have happened so fast! As the first in your generation to take this huge step, you 
blaze the way for all the rest. To have done it with such grace and beauty makes it near 
perfect. You are a wonderful woman with such strong ideals and genuine canng for all that 
we are honored to call you our own. Follow your heart. Remember we will always love 
you and we will always be in awe of who you are-- our daughter, our sister, our graduate--
and one of the kindest, most articulate and successful women we know Be happy and Be 
Peoud of Yourself. You deserve it. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Jerem~ Ben and the entire McShane/Lemack/Cornell/Yarmaloff/Teiner/ 
Maga/Berry /O'Keefe Family 
1,j,,, UNIVERSITY of NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Jill ALU MN I ASSOCIATION 
Congratulotlons, Closs of '041 
You have joined UN H's more than 
106,000 t:1lwmnI 
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We are so proud of you. 
Always remember that what-
ever you deserve is within your 
reach. Stay focused, but always 
take time to have fun. 
Love, Mom, Erick, Grandpa & 
Grandma 
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR 
AWESOME GRADUATE 
MARC J. CELONA 
As great as this achievement feels, 
count on many more to come. 
You're an awesome person and we 
are very proud of you. 
Love Always, 
Dad, Nancy and Kimberly 
ASHLEY KENDRA 
RECTOR LALUS 
HEY ASHLEY YOU DID IT! 
We are so proud of you! When 
you said "I'll go,"we had our 
reservations, but girl you did go! 
We couldn't be happier. Thank 
you Sunshine! 
Love, 
Mom and Dad 
JAMES R. FORREST 
CONGRATULATIONS J.R. 
You have worked so hard but it 
has paid off. We are so very 
proud of you and we wish you 
the very best. 




"It was a long and winding 
road, you took the one less trav-
eled- you flew!" Fly! Fly! Fly! 
We love you Big! Big! Big! 
Love, Mom, Dad, Ricky and 
Matty 
Congratulations Jess! 
We wish you, Jocelyn, 
and Kate the best! 
Love, 
The Beebe Family 
CONGRATULATIONS ANGELA! CONGRATULATIONS SARAH! 
In what seems like just an instant, 
you've grown from an adorable 
child into a beautiful, talented 
young woman. Time passes very 
quickly so cherish every moment. 
We love you and are very proud of 
you! 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Anthony, 
and Andrew 
We love you always. 
Mom, Dad, and Dianne 
CONGRATULATIONS BETH! 
Reflections of our daughter throughout her 22 years of life 
brings us much hope and promise. Her torch she takes with 
her in her determined heart to succeed. the torch lives 
through obstacles and trials to continue her race. 
Beth, we are all very proud of you especially in how you 
touched your nephew Matt at age 16 with M. Leukemia with 
your willingness to donate bone marrow when we all 
thought you might be a match! 
You are a job and pleasure to have and to call our daughter 
Bekah your sister sends a big hug and wants you to know 
"you are a great big sister!" 
We remember the 
day you left for 
UNH to start a new 
challenge in your 
life It seems like 
such a short time 
ago You have 
accomplished 
· much and we are 
so proud of you. 
DREAM BIG FRANKIE! 
Frankie-
You are my sunshine. Best of luck in everything that the future brings 
you. You are so talented and compassionate and you are sure to 
make a positive difference in everyone's life that has the pleasure to 
get to know you. 
Thank you for making my time at UNH so amazing. I don't know 
what I would have done without your friendship and all the laughs, 
tears, and crazy times we shared. Thank you for always being there. 




CLASS OF 2004! 
McGrath Studios 
BEST OF LUCK IN YOUR 
JOURNEYS TO COME. 
FROM, 
THE GRANITE YEARBOOK 
STAFF 
YEAR IN REVIEW 
September: 
11th. The "Tribute m Light" towers behmd the Brooklyn 
Bndge m lower Manhattan durmg the second anmversary 
of the September 11 terronst attacks m New York. 
15th. Madonna visits her pubhshmg house m Pans as she 
promotes her children's book, "The English Roses." The 
48-page book is bemg released worldwide on Monday, 
hmmg the bookshelves m 30 languages. 
19th. Jonathan Rams leans agamst a pme tree m his next 
door neighbor's yard m Kennels Beach, N C. after surveymg 
damage to his neighbor's house m the background, caused 
when Hurricane Isabel made landfall. 
All Associated Press 
290 Year In Review 
25th. Democratic presidential hopefuls pose pnor to theu debat 
at Pace Umversity m New York. From left are, Sen.John Kerry, 
Mass., Sen. Bob Graham, D-Fla., Sen. Joseph Lieberman, 
Conn., Remed Gen. Wesley Clark, Rep. Denms Kucmich, 
Ohio, Terry McAmffe, chairman of the Democratic Nanon 
Committee, Sen.John Edwards, D-N C., Former Vt. Gov Howar 
Dean, Rev Al Sharpton, Former Illmois Sen. Carol Mosele 
Braun, and Rep. Dick Gephardt, D-Mo. 
27th. Workers prepare to repair a road m Toyokoro which cav 
m after a powerful quake hit Japan's northern island ofHokkaid 
The magmtude-8 earthquake rocked northern Japan early Fnda 
mJunng more than 500 people. 
th. Boston Red Sox's Johnny Damon and Damian Jackson collide 
1th each other m the seventh mnmg against the OaklandAthlencs 
n Game 5 of the Amencan League D1v1S1on Serres playoff game m 
akland, Calif 
th. Republican Arnold Schwarzenegger 1s JOmed by wife Mana 
hnver as he celebrates his victory m the California 
ubernat10nal recall election m Los Angeles. 
th. Los Angeles Lakers star Kobe Bryant enters the Justice Center 
1th his attorney Pamela Mackey m East Colorado. Bryant 1s 
akmg a court appearance on charges of sexual assault. Bryant's 
gal team faced a dec1s1on on whether or not to go forward with the 
rehmmary heanng, which could expose damaging evidence against 
1m. The defense could decide to waive the heanng and proceed to 
1al on allegations Bryant sexually assaulted a 19-year-old resort 
mployee June 30 
9th The most 
secure currency m 
U S history, the 
newly redesigned 
$20 6111 1s starting 
to be d1stnbuted by 
the Federal Reserve 
System to banks m 
communmes from 
coast to coast. 
16th. The New York Yankees celebrated after they beat the 
Red Sox m the 11th mnmg m Game 7 of theAmencan League 
Champ1onsh1p Serres m New York. The Yankees won 6-5 
19th. U S magician and 1llus10mst David Blame emerged 
from his clear plastic box near to Tower Bndge, London, 44 
days after begmnmg his starvation stunt. Blame was 
1mmed1ately attended to by paramedics before he was taken to 
a wamng ambulance to be dnven to a pnvate hospital. 
27th. An Iraqi woman weeps outside the Bayaa police station 
m the Western part of Baghdad. A car bomb exploded outside 
the police station on Monday, leaving at least three Iraqis dead 
and several mJured. 
Year In Review 291 
YEAR IN REVIEW 
November: 
5th. Mus1eians perform a tribute to Johnny Cash during 
the 37th annual Country MusicAssocianonAwards show 
m Nashville, Tenn. Included m the performers were Sheryl 
Crow, Travis Tritt, Hank Williams Jr , Kns Knstofferson, 
Willie Nelson, and the Nitry Gmty Dirt Band. 
11th. Pfc. J ess1ea Lynch says she is "disturbed" by milnary 
reports that falsely said she went down shootmg m an Iraqi 
ambush and dramatized her rescue by U S troops, Lynch 
said man mterview m New York. "That wasn't me. I wasn't 
about to take credn for somethmg I didn't do," she told the 
Associated Press. · 
292 Year In Review 
17th. Pop star 
Bntney Spears 
reacts to the 
screaming 
crowd as she 











star on the 
walk. 
18th. Martha Stewart and her lawyer John Tigue left U S D istn 
Court, m New Yark where U.S District Judge Mieriam Goldma 
Cedarbaum refused to dismiss a securmes fraud charge that accus 
Martha Stewart of deceivmg her stockholders when she public! 
declared her mnocence m the msider-tradmg scandal. 
20th. Michael Jackson is taken mto the Santa Barbara County Ja 
facility to be booked on charges of child molestanon. 
25th. A Brinsh Airways Concorde passes the Statue of Liberty o 
a barge as lt is transported to the Intrepid Air Space Museum i 
New York City The 88-ton BrmshAirways supersomc Jedmerwi 
become the newest and most exot1e addmon to the aircraft collecno 
at the Intrepid Sea Air Space Museum. 
27th. President Bush, center, holds up a turkey platter for U. 
troops at Baghdad Internanonal Airport m Baghdad, Iraq Bus 
paid a surprise Thanksgivmg Day visn to American troops i 
Baghdad, flymg to Baghdad from his ranch m Crawford, Texas 




poses as he 
arnves for the 
w o r l d 
premiere of 
"Lord of the 
Rings, The 
Return of the 
K " 1ng, Ill 
which he plays 
Frodo, m Los 
Angeles. 
th. Jerry Brensmger, of the Panhandle Health D1stnct, m Coeur 
'Alene, Idaho, posts a message about flu vaccme ava1labil1ty after 
he clm1c ran out of shots. The clm1c gave 420 flu shots of the 450 
at became available m north Idaho. 
4th. Captured former Iraqi leader Saddam Hussem speaks m 
aghdad from telev1s1on. Top U.S admm1strator m Iraq L. Paul 
remer confirmed the capture of former Iraqi president Saddam 
ussem m a d1rt hole under a farmhouse near his hometown of 
iknt, eight months after the fall of Baghdad. 
22nd. Capital Hill police officer Ken Hiser guards the 
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24th. Dairy farmer Case van Steyn checks up on some of his 
Holstem dairy cows on his farm m Galt, California. Despite 
a suspected case of mad cow disease m Washmgton state, Van 
Steyn says he plans to serve beef to his family over the holidays. 
All courtesy Associated Press 
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January: 
1st: Filipinos look at fireworks as they welcome the New Year 
m front of a lantern-made palace, downtown Manila. 
8th. Iraqis wan outside Baghdad's Abu Ghraib pnson for 
pnsoners to be released. Hundreds of people waned m 
frustration for hours, hopmg relatives would be among the 
first detainees that coalmon officials said would be freed under 
a much-publicized amnesty 
AIL Associated Press 
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14th. Architect Michael Arad unveils a revised vision of his wmnm 
design for the World Trade Center sue memonal "Reflectm 
Absence," m New York. The revised design adds lush greenery an 
park plazas around sunken reflecting pools that mark the collapse 
towers' footpnnts . 
29th. First lady Laura Bush, nght, accepts books of poetry b 
Turkish poet Rumi presented by Emme Erdogan, wife oft 
Turkish Pnme Minister, while havmg coffee at the White Hous 
30th. Flowers, stuffed animals, crosses and scnptures have be 
placed around a large star marker m Hemphill, Texas. Many oft 
items are tokens of sympathy for the seven astronauts who lost the 
lives Feb. 1, 2003, when the space shuttle Columbia broke apa 
over Texas. An A1r Force flyover followed by a moment of silen 
will mark the one-year anniversary of when the space shutt 
Columbia broke apart over Hemphill. 
February: 
1st: New England Patriots kicker Adam Vinatien kicked the game-
winning field goal in the final seconds to beat the Carolina Panthers 
32-29 in Super Bowl XXVIII at Reliant Stadmm in Houston. 
6th. Two-year-old formerly conJoined Egyptian twins Mohamed, 
left, and Ahmed Ibrahim play with balls dunng a therapy sess10n 
with physical therapist Shana O-Bnen, left, and Occupational 
therapist Heather Balusek, back, and their mother Sabah Abu el-
Wafa, nght, in Dallas. 
8th. Bntain's Pnnce Charles talks with Brmsh troops on the pat10 
of Saddam Hussein's former palace in the southern Iraqi city of 
Basra. The Pnnce flew into the Bntish Army controlled city to see 
for himself the progress made by Brmsh forces in patnership with 
locals, nearly one year after the second Gulf War started. 
3th. This color image taken by the Mars Exploration Rover 
pmt's panoramic camera shows a flaky rock called Mimi, center, 
n this image released by NASA. Mimi's flaky appearance leads 
cientists to a number of hypotheses. Mimi could have been 
ubJected to pressure either through bunal or impact, or may have 
nee been a dune that was cemented into flaky layers, a process that 
ometimes involves the action of water, according to NASA officials. 
15th. NASCAR race car dnver Dale Earnhardt Jr lifts his 
trophy in victory lane ater winning the Daytona 500 at the 
Daytona International Speedway in Daytona Beach, Fla. 
26th. Comedian/Actress Rosie O'Donnell, nght, stands 
with her partner Kelli Carpenter, left, after getting married 
at San Francisco City Hall in San Fransisco, California. 
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March: 
12th. A Spamsh railway worker cleans up debns from a 
destroyed tram at Madnd' s Atocha railway station. Powerful 
explosions rocked three Madnd stations, killmg more than 
190 rush hour commuters and woundmg more than 1,400 m 
Spam's worst terrorist attack ever 
14th. Socialist Party leader Jose Rodnguez Zapatero celebrates 
his party's wm at the soCiahst party headquarters m Madnd. 
Spamsh voters swept the center-right government from power 
m a spectacular general election upset over a suspected al 
Queda attack m Madnd. Zapatero will take over for outgo mg 
Pnme Mmister Jose Mana Aznar, a staunch supporter of the 
U.S.-led warm Iraq that most Spamards opposed. 
20th Bethany 
Hamilton catches 
a wave dunng a 
surfing 
competmon at the 
Turtle Bay Hilton 
Hawauan Resort. 
Hamilton was 
attacked by a shark 
m Octover while 
surfing near 
Tunnels Beach on 
Kauai. She lost her 
left arm JUSt below 
her shoulder and 
m1raculously 
survived the attack. 
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gas posted at 
pncees as high 
as $3 19 per 
gallon The 
retail pnce of 
gasolme hit an 
all-time high, 





supplies and the 




Amencan Automobile Association, reported that motorists are 
now paymg $1 738 per gallon for self-serve regular unleaded 
gasolme, one-tenth of a penny higher than the previous record 
set August 30th oflast year Premium unleaded costs more than 
$2 per gallon m many parts of the country 
27th. NASA's experimental X-43A Jet, mounted on a Pegasus 
rocket booster, drops steadily away after detachmg from a 
modified B-52 bomber, which earned the X-43A to an altitude 
of 40,000 feet after 
takrng off from 
Edwards Au Force 
Base,California 
Three years after ltS 
first test flight 
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5th. Connecticut players and coach J 1m Calhoun celebrate theu 
82-73 win over Georgia Tech in the NCAA Final Four 
champ10nsh1p game in San Antonio. 
6th. U.S Mannes with the 2nd Batal10n 1st Manne Regiment 
stand guard at a railway on the outskms of Falluph, Iraq 
Hundreds of U.S Mannes attacked several neighborhoods in 
the western Iraqi city ofFalluph in order to regain control of the 
city 
8th. In Washington, National Secunty Advisor Condoleeza 
Rice 1s sworn in before tesnfying to the independent comm1ss1on 
investigating the Sept 11th attacks. 
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14th. U.S President George W Bush walks with Israel's 
Pnme Minister Anel Sharon to make a Joint statement to 
reporters at the White House in Washington. Bush endorsed 
Sharon's plan to pull out of Gaza and parts of the West Bank 
"h d " as 1stonc an courageous actions. 
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